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Boolean algebra is the mathematical foundation of the digital circuit. Boolean algebra specifies the relationship between boolean variables, which are used in the design of a combined logical circuit using Logic Gates. Boolean variables use values of 0 (false) or 1 (true) symbols are used to display Boolean variables such as A, B, C, X, Y, Z, there are three basic logic and operations, or, not boolean assemblies
there. • + ̅ A + B means A or B means A and B means no node in the circuit is displayed by the boolean variables used most of the practical algebra algebra, boolean is to reduce the complexity of boolean expression, which means that less than the logic of the circuit is used by the boolean circuit. The logic door is an electronic circuit that uses the basic functions of algebra-boolean. There are symbols for each
logic level. (0 or 1) is represented by a high voltage level (5V, 3.3V, 2.5 V, etc.) is low voltage, 1 (0V) is 0, the fact table shows the output value for all input values. The 1st figure equivalent circuit is an example of four equivalent circuits, because their identical fact table (a) is the NOT AND circuit (b) is the NAND door, which gets the name from the not and configuration, uses the bubble to represent the door,
not the output. (c) ใชฟงกชัน NAND ใชและประตูไม (d) เปนอีกวิธีหนึ ่งในการวาด (c) โดยใชฟองเพื่อเปนตัวแทนประตูไมที่โปรแกรมของตรรกะเกตสลอจิกจะใชวงจรดิจิตอลตอไปนี้ The bank alarm system wants to install an alarm system with 3 motion sensors to prevent false alarms caused by the activation of a single sensor, the alarm is triggered when at least two sensors are activated simultaneously. Other logical
programs such as Odd Numbers, Multiplexers, Adders, BCD Up to 7 segment decoders ... which you learn how to use the logic door to use in minutes! With advertising revenue declining despite the increased number of visitors, we want you to help maintain and improve this site, which takes time, money and hard work. Thanks to the generosity of our visitors who previously provided you were able to use this
site at no cost. If you benefit from this site and can, please give $10 via Paypal. It only takes a minute. I Want it! © 2020 Amant PT Co., Ltd. No. 200210155R | How to Write a Boolean Expression to Simplify Our first step in simplification is to write a Boolean expression for this cycle. This task is carried out easily step by step if we start by writing a sub-expression at the output of each door corresponding to the
corresponding input signal for each door. Remember that the OR door is equivalent to boolean, also, while the door is equivalent to the boolean multiplier. For example, I will write a sub-expression at the result of the first three doors: . . . Then another sub-expression for the next door: the final output (Q) is seen to be equal to the expression AB + BC (B + C): now that we have a Boolean expression to work with
us, the need for the rule of algebrabuline to reduce the expression to the simplest form (the easiest set is to require the least door to use): The final expression, B (A + C) is much simpler, but performs the same function. If you want to check this, you may create a fact table for both expressions and check the status of Q (output of the circuit). For all eight logical sets of states of A, B and C for both circuits, two
reality tables should be the same. To create a map from a Boolean expression, we now need to create a schema diagram from this Boolean expression. To do this, evaluate the following expressions, the appropriate mathematical sequence of operations (multiply before addition, operations within parentheses before anything else) and draw a gate for each step. Remember again that the OR door is equivalent
to Boolean, in addition, while the door is equivalent to a Boolean multiplier. In this case, we will start with the sub-expression A + C, which is the door, or: the next step in evaluating the expression B(A + C) is to multiply (and the door) signal B by the output of the previous door (A + C): of course, this circuit is more simple than ever, there are only two logical doors instead of five. Reducing such elements results
in higher operating speeds (delayed times from switching signals into output switching). Less power consumption, less cost and more reliability. How to use Boolean Simplification for electric relay circuits, electrical circuits, electric relay circuits, often slow, more electricity consumption, more costly operation and shorter average life. Their semiconductor counterparts benefit greatly from boolean ease. Let's
consider the sample cycle: as before, our first step in reducing this cycle in the simplest form is to develop boolean expression from the diagram. The easiest way I've found to do this is to follow the same steps I normally follow to reduce the network resistor set parallel to a single total resistance. For example, check the following resistor networks with resistors arranged in the same connection format. Relay list
in the former circuit and corresponding resistance formula: in the figure above, the long dash symbol (—) is used to represent a set of connections of resistors. Keep in mind that parallel contacts are equal to Boolean plus, while the batch contacts are equal to boolean multipliers. Write a Boolean expression for this relay contact circuit in the same order of priorities that you will follow in reducing the parallel
resistor network, all resistance sets. It may be useful to write a boolean sub-expression on the left side of each rung ladder to help organize your writing expressions: now that we have a Boolean expression to work with, we need to use the rules of algebra boolean to reduce expression in the simplest form (the easiest set as required, the minimal relay contact to use): A more mathematical trend should be able
to see how the two-step employment rule + AB = A may be combined. At one stage, the rule of expansion was: A + AB + AC + + . = A As you can see, the lower circuit is much easier than the original, also performs the same logical function: REVIEW: Converting the door circuit into a Boolean expression, each sign out the door with a boolean sub-expression corresponds to the door's entrance signal until the
final expression at the last door. To convert a Boolean expression to a gate cycle, evaluate the expression using the standard sequence of actions: pre-addition multiplication, and actions within parentheses before anything else. To convert the stair logic circuit to each boolean expression, the label with the Boolean sub-expression corresponds to the contacts' input signal until the final expression at the coil or
final light. To determine the proper sequence of evaluations, treat contacts as if they are resistors, and if you have determined the total resistance of the parallel network set formed by them. In other words, look for contacts who are directly in the series or directly parallel to each other first, and then collapse them into equivalent Boolean sub-expressions before proceeding to other contacts to convert boolean
expressions into a stair logic circuit. Create something!! Learning to analyze the digital circuit requires a lot of education and practice. Typically, students practice by working through many sample issues and checking their answers to those organized by textbooks or instructors. While this is good, there are many better ways. You'll learn more by creating and analyzing real circuits, giving your test equipment an
answer. Or another person for a successful building cycle exercise, follow these steps: draw a digital circuit diagram to analyze. Create this circuit carefully on breadboard or other convenient media. Check the accuracy of the circuit construction of each line tracking to each access point and check these elements one by one diagram. Circuit analysis, defining all output logical status for a given input condition.
Measure those logical states carefully to verify the accuracy of your analysis. If there are any errors, carefully inspect your circuit construction with the diagram, then carefully re-analyze the circuit and measure it again. Always make sure the power supply voltage level is within the specifications for the logical circuit that you plan to use. If the TTL power supply must be a 5V control power supply, adapting to a
value as close to 5.0 volts DC as possible. One way you can save time and reduce the possibility of errors is to start with a very simple cycle and add components to increase the complexity of after each analysis, rather than creating a whole new cycle for each practical problem. Another time-saving technique is to use the same components to configure different circuits. This way, you won't have to measure
any component more than once. Reveal the answer to the electrons themselves, give your own answers to practical problems! Note: My experience is that students need to practice a lot with circuit analysis to gain expertise. For this reason, teachers often give their students many practical problems to work through and provide answers for students to determine their work with. Students don't have to practice
math. They also want to actually hand in the practical building circuit and use test equipment, so I recommend the following alternative methods: students should create their own practical problems with real components and try to predict various logical states. This way, digital theory comes alive, and students get practical abilities, they are not just obtained by solving boolean equations or simplifying the map.
Another reason for the following methods of this practice is to teach the student's scientific methods: the process of hypothesis testing (in this case, the prediction of the logical state) by conducting a real experiment. Students will develop real problem-solving skills because sometimes they make mistakes in the construction of the cycle. Take a moment with your class to check out some of the rules for the
building cycle before you start. Discuss these issues with your students in the same Socratic manner, normally you will discuss questions in a worksheet rather than just. They should and shouldn't. I never stop to be surprised at how poorly learned the instructions when presented in a general lecture (monolog professor) format! I recommend the CMOS logic circuit for home experiments where students may not
have access to a 5-volt control power supply, modern CMOS circuits are far more rugged about static emissions than the first CMOS circuit, so the fear of students hurting these devices without having a proper laboratory set up at home is largely unfounded. Note that instructors who may complain about wasting time require students to create a real cycle instead of just analyzing the theoretical mathematical
cycle: What is the purpose of students taking your course? If your students are working with a real circuit, then they should learn about the actual circuit whenever possible. If your goal is to educate theoretical physics, then stick with abstract analysis by all means! But most of us plan for our students to do something in the real world with the education we provide them. Wasted time building a real circuit will
pay huge dividends when it comes time for them to use their knowledge to actually trouble. In addition, students create their own practical problems teaching them how to conduct core research, thereby empowering them to continue their own electrical/electronic education. In most science, realistic experiments are more difficult and more expensive than electrical circuits. Nuclear physics, biology, geology and
chemistry professors would surely love to allow their students to use advanced mathematics to experiment, actually posing no safety hazards and costing less than textbooks. They can't, but you can. Take advantage of the inherent comfort to your science and get your students to practice their math in a lot of real circuits! Question 2 identifies each of these logical doors by name and completes their fact table:
revealing the answer, note: To make students familiar with the standard logic door types, I like them to treat them with identification and the fact table each day. Students must be able to recognize these logic door types quickly or else they will have trouble analyzing the circuits that use them. Students need to be able to recognize these logical sub-circuit logic quickly, or else they will have trouble analyzing the
more complex relay circuits that use them. Question 4: The following set of mathematical expressions is a complete set of schedules. Boolean number system: $$0 × 0 = $$0\x 1 = $$1\0\0$0$0$0$0$$0$1\x\1=$$$1$, now there's nothing unusual at first about this table of expressions, since they seem to be the same as understanding our regular daily system number. However, what is unusual is that all four
statements consist of a set of rules for multiplying all Booleans! Explain that this can be so that there is a statement that says no ×2 = 2 or 2 ×3 = 6 numbers all other than 0 and 1? Revealing boolean volume, the answer can be only one value out of two values: 0 or 1, there is no such thing as 2-- or any other digit other than 0 or 1 for that matter - in a series of Boolean numbers! Note: Some students with a
background on the computer may ask if Boolean is the same as binary. The answer to this very good question is no, binary is just a numerical system for displaying real numbers, while Boolean is a completely different numerical system (i.e. integer numbers are too irrational numbers, etc.). It's possible to count arbitrarily high in binary, but you can count up to 1 in Boolean Boolean Question 5 Algebra Boolean
is a strange sort of math. What are you going to say to him or her? How can the world be 1 + 1 = 1 and not 2? Where are the rules for 1 + 2 or 2 + 2? Revealing boolean volume, the answer can be only one value out of two values: 0 or 1. Note: Boolean algebra is an absolute strange math. However, when students understand the limited scope of boolean volume, the reason for the Boolean rule of arithmetic
makes sense. 1 + 1 must be equal to 1, since there is no such thing as 2 in the Boolean world, and the answer certainly can not be 0, the rule survey for Boolean, in addition, the values 0 and 1 seem to resemble the real table of the very common logic door, which type of door is this, and what does this suggest about the relationship between the addition of boolean and the logical cycle? Rules for Boolean Add:
$0 +0$$0+1$$$1$1$1 +1 +0 $$1 +0$$$$$1+1 = $1 Revealing this set of responses of Boolean expressions similar to the real table for the logical door circuit, or suggesting that Boolean added may be a symbol of logic or function. Note: Students must be able to associate basic Boolean operations with logical circuits. If they can see the relationship between the strange rules of Boolean arithmetic and what they
are familiar with (such as the truth table), question 7 of the survey. For boolean multipliers, values 0 and 1 seem to resemble the real table of the very common logic door, which kind of door does this suggest about the relationship between boolean multiplication and logical circuitry? Rules for Boolean multiplication: $$0\x 0= $$0\x 1 = 0$0$$0$$0$$0$1\0$0\x1 = $0 0\1 = $0 $0 $$0\x 1 = $0\1 = $0 $0 $0 $ 1 = $0
$ 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 = 1 = $1 Reveal this answer, a set of Boolean expressions similar to the real table for the logical door circuit, and suggest that boolean multipliers may be logical symbols and functions. Note: Students must be able to associate basic Boolean operations with logical circuits. If they can see the relationship between the strange rules of Boolean arithmetic and what they are familiar with (such as
the fact table), question 8 What is the complement of boolean numbers? How do we represent boolean variables and which logical circuit functions perform auxiliary functions? Reveal boolean answers to fill This is either displayed by overbars or key marks next to a variable (for example, the complement of A may be written as either \(\overline{A}\) or A'): &lt;Note: Students must be able to associate basic
boolean operations with a logical cycle. If they can see the relationship between the strange rules of Boolean arithmetic and what they are familiar with (such as the fact table), Question 9 has three basic operations in Algebrabuly: in addition, multiplication and inversion. Draw a logical diagram, a goal and a corresponding ladder for each: reveal the answer Note: all three equivalencies will be important for
students to master as they study the combined logic cycle and complex relay logic circuits! Question 10 Write a Boolean expression for each of these logical doors shows how to exit (Q) algebra related to inputs (A and B): Reveal the answer Note: To students with Boolean algebra and how to relate to the logic door circuit, I prefer to provide them with everyday practice with questions like this. Students must be
able to quickly recognize these logic door types and can also link boolean expressions that suit each or other one, they will have trouble analyzing the logical circuit later. Question 11 Write a Boolean expression for each relay logic circuit, this shows how to exit (Q) algebra related to inputs (A and B): Reveal the answer Note: To make students familiar with Boolean algebra and how related to relay logic circuits,
I like to give them everyday practice with questions like this. Students need to be able to think Each way, each of these circuit ladder logic works and will also be able to link the appropriate Boolean expressions to each one or the other, they will have trouble analyzing more complex relay circuits later on. Question 12 Converts the logic door circuit, the following is a Boolean expression, write a boolean subexpression next to each exit door in the diagram: reveal the answer, note: the process of converting the door circuit into a Boolean expression is actually quite simple if you carry the door by door. Let your students share any methods or techniques they use to write idioms with the rest of the class. Let your students share any methods or techniques they use to write idioms with the rest of the class. Let your
students share any methods or techniques they use to write idioms with the rest of the class. The following relay is a Boolean expression, writing a Boolean sub-expression next to each relay roll and bulb in the diagram: Reveal the answer Note: The process of converting a relay logic circuit into a Boolean expression is not as simple as it is to convert a gateing circuit into a boolean expression, but it can be
handled, allowing your students to share any method or technique they use to write idioms with the rest of the class. The following relay is a Boolean expression, writing a Boolean sub-expression next to each relay roll and bulb in the diagram: Reveal the answer Note: The process of converting a relay logic circuit into a Boolean expression is not as simple as having a gateing circuit conversion into a boolean
expression, but it can be manageable, allowing your students to share any method or technique they use to write idioms with the rest of the class. The following relay is a Boolean expression, writing a Boolean sub-expression next to each relay roll and bulb in the diagram: Reveal the answer Note: The process of converting a relay logic circuit into a Boolean expression is not as simple as it is to convert the
gateing circuit into boolean expressions, but it can be manageable, allowing your students to share any method or technique they use to write idioms with the rest of the class. Engineers want to design a logical circuit that prohibits the engine in the car from starting unless the driver presses the clutch pedal while switching the ignition switch to the position. Get started The purpose of this feature will prevent the
car from moving forward while it is starting, if ever the transmission is accidentally left in the gearbox. Assuming we determine the status of the ignition switch, start position with Boolean variable S (1 = start 0 = run or off) and clutch pedal position with variable Boolean C (1 = clutch pedal; (Clutch pedal in normal position not pressed) Write a Boolean expression for the default solenoid state, give the start switch
(S) and clutch (C) state, and then draw the logical door circuit to use this Boolean function. Reveal the answer to the Boolean expression: Logic door circuit: Note: This is not a very complex function to display or use the point of this question, mainly instructing students on the actual use of logic doors and boolean algebra. Question 19 Engineer hands you a piece of paper with the following Boolean expression
on it and tells you to create a door circuit to perform that function: $$A \overline {B} + overline { C } (A + B) $ Draw a logical door circuit for this function. Open answer note: The process of converting a Boolean expression into a logical door circuit is not easy as converting a door circuit into a Boolean expression, but it can be manageable for your students to share any method or technique they use to write
idioms with the rest of the class. Since the diode system is powered by an existing power supply (IES) to a critical system, the system sees a disruption in power if one or even two of the power supply stops the voltage output. It would be great if we had some sort of alarm system installed to alert technicians of any problems of the power supply, long before the critical system was in danger of losing power
completely. Engineers decided that the relay could be installed at the output of each power supply before the diode. Contacts from these relays may then be connected to some sort of alarm device (flashing lights, bells, etc.) to alert maintenance personnel of any problem: Part 1: Draw a ladder diagram of the relay list, turn on the warning light in such a way that the lamp energizes if any one or more of the
power supply loses the output voltage. Write the corresponding Boolean expression for this cycle using the letters A, B, and C to display. Status of cr1, CR2 and CR3 relay coils, respectively. Part 2: The solution, Part 1, works, unfortunately it creates a nuisance reminder. Whenever a mechanic drives one of the material down for normal maintenance. Engineers decided that a two-out alarm system, three
failures, would be enough to warn the problem while allowing regular maintenance without creating unnecessary alarms. Draw a ladder diagram of the relay list, turn on the warning light, such as lamp energizes, if two or more power supply loses the output voltage. The Boolean expression for this is \(\overline{A} \ \overline{B}+\overline{B}\ \ \overline{C} + \overline{A} \ \overline{C}\) Part 3: This place
management changed their minds about the safety of two out of the three alarm system failed. They want to wake up to power if any one of the power supply fails. However, they also realize that nuisance alarms created during routine maintenance are also unacceptable. Asked by the maintenance team to come up with a solution, one technician suggested putting a maintenance switch that would disable the
alarm during the period of maintenance, allowing any of the power supply to be powered down without creating an annoying alarm. Modify the alarm circuit of solution Part 1 to include such a switch and modify the Boolean expression for the new circuit (called the M maintenance switch) Part 4: During the maintenance cycle, one accidental mechanic left the alarm bypass switch (M) actuated after he made it.
The system operates with a failed electric alarm, disabling it for several weeks. When the administration discovered this, they were angry. Their next suggestion is to have the bypass switch change the conditions for such alarms that actuating this M switch to turn on the system from one out of three alarms fail as two out of three alarm failures. In this way, any one of the power supply may be removed from
service for normal maintenance, but the alarm will not completely deactivate. The system will continue to warn if two power supplyes will fail. The simple Boolean expression for this function is quite complex: \(\overline{A}) \ \overline{B}+\overline{C}\\\overline{M})) draws an alarm stairway diagram based on this expression. Reveal the answer Part 1 Solution: Part 2 Solution: Part 3 Solution: Part 4 Solution:
Tracking Question: How many contacts in each relay (and in the M maintenance switch) are required to use any of these alarm functions? The challenge question: Can you see how we can reduce the number of relay contacts needed in the cycle of solution 2, still still achieving the same logical work (albeit with different Boolean expressions)? Note: To be honest, I have fun writing different situations. of this
problem. The evolution of this alarm system is normal for the organization. People come up with ideas, but it doesn't meet all the needs of others, so they enter their own suggestions and so on, etc. Presenting this situation not only prepares students for the politics of real work, but also underscores the need to what if? Think: To test the proposed solutions before proceeding, so that unnecessary problems are
avoided. Question 21 uses the following Boolean expression in the form of a digital logic circuit: $$\overline{(\overline{{AB}}) B$$Form circuit format by making the necessary connections between the pins of these integrated circuits on the soldering breadboard: Revealing circuit answers that show the solution is not only possible to fix this problem: Note: First thing: Do not remember the students to include each
IC power supply connection? In order to successfully develop this solution, of course, students need to research the pinouts of each integrated circuit. If most students simply present the answers shown to them in the worksheet, challenge them during the conversation to present a solution alternative. Also ask them this question: Should we connect unused inputs to the ground or VCC, or is it allowed to leave
the inputs floating? Students should not provide answers to this question, but can support their answers for reasons based on the construction of this type of logic cycle. Question 22 Complete the fact table for two Boolean expressions: $$Output = \overline{A}+B$B Output 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 $$Output = A+\overline{A}B$B$B Result B 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 Reveal answer $$Output =\overline{A}+B$B Export B 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 = $Output A + \ overline {A} B$B Output A 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 Note: Ask students to explain what they think of the output status, to fill the gaps in the reality table for different input combinations. Table for these two Boolean expressions: $ $Output =\overline{A}+overline{B}+C$C Output 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 $$Output =A(B+AC+\overline{A})$B C Output 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 to disclose Answer $$Output =\overline{A}+\overline{B}+C$B C Output 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 $Output 1 1 1 1).1(B+AC+over+AC+AC+\line){A})$B C Output 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Note: Ask students to explain how they think about output status to fill gaps in the table for a combination of input values and contrast
processes. It is especially educational if you ask your students to recommend techniques for defining a quick state reality table, based on certain features of boolean expression. For example, there is a way that we can tell the first four state outputs in the fact table (read top to bottom) to 0 without plugging the value into expressions for B and C. Talk to your students that we can look at expression, see A as a
multiplier for the sum within the brackets, and immediately conclude half of the results of the actual table will be 0 questions 24 like algebra, the actual number algebrabua is subject to the law of association travel and distribution. These laws allow us to create different logical circuits that act the same logic. For the equivalent two circuit pairs, each show writes the next corresponding Boolean law: Note: Three
short parallel lines show ëquivalent go in mathematics. Reveal the answers in order from above: $$AB=BA$$$$$(AB)C=A(BC)$$$$$(A+B)C=C=C$$A+B=B=$$$$$$$$(A+C)B=AB=CB$$$$$$$(A+B) + C = C = A + C$ Note $: Alternating, related laws and algebra-boolean publishing are the same as the laws involved in the actual number algebra. These should not be difficult concepts for your students to
understand. The real advantage of working through these examples is to link the door and the relay logic circuit with the Boolean expression, and to see if the Boolean algebra is anything more than a symbol of a split-state electrical display (on/off). In an otherwise abstract mathematical concept, for something tangible, students create a very good understanding of the concept. Question 25 Like algebra, the
actual number of Boolean algebra may have some rules that may apply to simplify (degrading) expression. For each equivalent circuit pair shown, write the next corresponding Boolean rule: Note: Three short parallel lines represent the equivalent in mathematics. Reveal answers in order from top down, bottom to right: $$A + A= $$$AA
=$$A=$$A+0=$$$A+1=1$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$overline{{==$$$A\x0=$$$A $A $A: Most of these Boo $A $A lean rules are the same as the laws involved in the real number of algebras. These should not be difficult concepts for your students to understand. Some, however, are unique of algebra-boolean, with no real number of algebra analogues. These unique rules make students the most problematic! The
key advantage of working through these samples is to link the gate and the relay logic circuit with Expression and to see if algebra Boolean is nothing more than a symbol of the discrette-state electrical display (on/off). In an otherwise abstract mathematical concept, for something tangible, students create a very good understanding of the concept. คําถาม 26 แสดงที่นี่มีหกกฎของพีชคณิ ตบูลีน (เหลานี้ ไมไดเปนกฎ
เพียงอยางเดียวของหลักสูตร) $$A+\overline{A} = 1$$ $$A+A = A$$ $$A+1 = 1$$ $$AA = A$$ $$A+AB = A$$ $$A+ \overline{A}B = A+B$$ Determine which rule (or rules) are being used in the following Boolean reductions: $$\overline{DF}+\overline{DFC}=\overline{DF}$$ $$1+G = 1$$ $$B+AB = B$$ $$\overline{FE}+\overline{FE}=\overline{FE}$$ $$XYZ+\overline{XYZ}=1$$ $$GQ+Q = Q$$ $$\overline{H} \
\overline{H}=\overline{H}$$ $$\overline{CD} + \overline{CD}=\overline{CD}$$ $$EF(EF) = EF$$ $$CD+\overline{C}=\overline{C}+D$$ $$LNM+ML = LM$$ $$A\overline{G}F\overline{C}+F\overline{C}\ \overline{G}=F\overline{C}\ \overline{G}$$ $$\overline{M}+1=1$$ $$\overline{BC}+BC=1$$ $$ABC+CAB = BCA$$ $$S+STV\overline{Q}=S$$ $$\overline{DE}(R+1)=\overline{DE}$$ $$\overline{RS}\
\overline{SR}=\overline{RS}$$ $$ABC\overline{D}+D=D+ABC$$ $$AC\overline{B}+CAD\overline{B}=A\overline{B}C$$ $$A+T+\overline{W}+\overline{A}+X=1$$ $$X\overline{YZ}+\overline{X}=\overline{X}+\overline{YZ}$$ $$\ overline{GFH} \ \overline{HGF}=\overline{FHG}$$ $$C\overline{AB}+AB=AB+C$$ Reveal answer $$\overline{DF}+\overline{DFC}=\overline{DF} \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+AB=A$$
$$1+G=1 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+1=1$$ $$B+AB=B \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+AB=A$$ $$\overline{FE}+\overline{FE}=\overline{FE} \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+A=A$$ $$XYZ+\overline{XYZ}=1 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+\overline{A}=1$$ $$GQ+Q=Q \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+AB=A$$ $$\overline{H} \ \overline{H} =\overline{H} \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: AA=A$$ $$\overline{CD} + \overline{CD}=\overline{CD} \ \ \ \ \ \
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+A=A$$ $$EF(EF)=EF \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: AA=A$$ $$CD+\overline{C}=\overline{C}+D \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+\overline{A}B=A+B$$ $$LNM+MK=LM \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+AB=A$$ $$A\overline{G}F\overline{C}+F\overline{C}\ \overline{G}=F\overline{C} \ \overline{G} \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule : A+AB=$$$$\overline{M}+1=\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+\overline{A}$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ABC$$$ABC =BCA \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+A=$ $$S+STV\Q\\\\\\\\\\\\\\Rules: A+AB=A$$$\Exceeds LINE DE}(R+1)\DE} \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+1=\Overline{RS}\\{Exceeds Line SR}\\\\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rules: AA$$$$ABC\overline{D}+D=\D=\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rules: A$$$$$ABC\overline{D}}D=D=D=D\C\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A++\B}={Line Exceed{B}B=A+B$$$$AC\Overline CAD\+++CAD}={B}B}}C\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule:
A+AB=A$$$$$A+T=Overline{W}\Overline{A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\AB=$A+T+Oversublines{W\$A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
A+AB=A$A+AB=A$ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+1=$\$X\\>\YZ+overline{...Rule: A+1$\$X\{YZ\overline\{Rule: A+1&amp;1&amp;#1&amp;over=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=1&amp;#1 $X&amp;#Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y=Y \\overline{\\\\\Rule:
A+1$$$$$$X\over{YZ}\overline $X{\overline{==overline{X}+\oversize{YZ\\\\\\ Rule: A+\overline{A}B=A+B$$$$$\Exceeds line{GFH}\Over line\Line {HGF} =\Overline {FHG} \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: AA=Rule: AA=$$$$$ $C exceeds size{AB}+AB=AB+C\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule: A+ \ overline {A} B = A + B$ Note: Quite often (and quite distressing), For example, students who can't tell if rule A AB = A applies to QR R expressions, or worse, B AB, this skill takes time and hard work to master because it's about abstraction: leaping from character expression to similar expression, using patterns from general rules to specific instances. Questions
like this help students develop this abstract ability, allowing students to explain how to make a connection between boolean rules and a given reduction. Often students explain the process to other students because they can be better than you put into conditions that struggling students can understand. Question 27, shown here eight rules of Boulean algebra (these are not the only rules, of course), $A$+
overline {A}=1$$$$A + A= $$A + 1 = $$$, $$AA = $$A$ Over {A} = $$$ $$A (B++C) = AB + AC$ $A + AB = $$$$A + line over {A} B= A$B$$ determines which rules are used in each of the following boole stages. การทําใหเขาใจงาย: $$AB+B(B+\overline{C})+\overline{B}$$$AB+บี+บี\ค}\โอเวอรไลน{B}\B$$$$AB +B+B\เกินไลน{C}+\overline{B}$$AB+B\B\{C}$$$AB+B+C$$$B+C$เผยคําตอบ $$
AB+B(B+\overline{C})+\overline{B}$$$Rule: \ \ \ \ \ \ \ (B+C) = AB+AC$$$AB+บีบีบี+บี+บี\โอเวอรไลน{\\\(B+C)==AB+AC$$$$AB+บีบี+บีบ\ี บี\โอเวอรไลน{\\(B+C)=1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 C}+\overline{B}$$$Rule: \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ AA = $$$$AB+B\B\+B\+สายเกิน{C}+\overline{B}{B}C$$$$Rule $Rule $ABจํากัดจํานวนเหรียญสหรัฐ (1000
บาท) B$$$$$$$AB+B$$$Rule: \\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ A+AB = A$$$$$B$$$$$$$$$$หมายเหตุ: คอนขางบอย (และคอนขางน าวิตก) I met students who seemed to have the hardest time about algebra rules in their general form to specific instances of reduction. For example, students who can't tell if the rule A + AB = A applies to qr + r expressions, or worse, B + AB, this skill takes time and worked hard to master because
it's about abstraction: leaping from character expression to similar expression, using patterns from general rules to specific instances. Questions like this help students develop this abstract ability, allowing students to explain how to make a connection between boolean rules and a given reduction. Often students explain the process to other students because they can be better than you. Students are struggling
to understand. Question 28 Students make mistakes at some of the processes of simplifying the following Boolean expressions: $$AB + A (B+ C), $$AB + AB$ $ $AB + C$ $ set the wrong set, and what the appropriate sequence of steps should be to simplify the original expression. Reveal the answer. The error occurs in the second stage (distribution) the correct order of the procedure is as follows: $$AB + A
(B + C) $$AB + AB + AC$$$AB + AC$$$A (B+ C) $ $ Note: An interesting way to sharpen the understanding of algebra students is to look at someone else's wrong job and find out the error(s) in the end, reducing algebra is actually just an exercise in perceived patterns. What you can do to help your students know the right pattern will help them become better at using algebra. Question 29 Factoring is an
effective simplification technique in algebra-boolean as well as that in real number algebra. Shows you how you can use factors to help make the following Boolean expressions easier: $$C + CD$$$A\overline{B}C}} C} + A\Overline{B}\\overline{C}$$$$XY \line {Z} + XYZ + XYW $$$$$$$*******. * *i'm* * $C cd = C=C=$A_overline_b====_c*==_overline_b*c* line{B}\overline{C}=A\overline{B}$$$XY\over-line{Z}+
XYZ + XYW = XY$$$$$\overline{D}EF + AB + \D}E + 0 + ABC = AB+ \de}$Note: For some reason my students (who entered my course weak skills in algebra) In general, there seem to be a lot of problems with factors. Whether it's algebra, Boolean or normal algebra This is unfortunate because the factor is an effective analytical tool. Tip If there is such a thing, it is aware of common variables in different
product terms and indicates that factoring should be removed to reduce expression as effectively as possible. As with all challenges, factors require time and practice to learn. Question 30 shows here are nine rules of Boolean algebra (these are not the only rules, of course) $A + \overline{A} = 1$$$A + A= A$$A + 1 = $$$$AA = $$$A (1) = $$$$A$0$$A(B+C)= AB + AC$$$A + AB = $$A\overline{A}B=A+B$.
Use each of the following Boolean simplifying steps: $$\overline{C}F(A+\overline{B})+C$$$$$$ $overline{C}+F+AF+AF+F}}C $$$$C + F + AF + +\B}$$C $ + F(1+++\B})$$C + F(1)$$$C + F$$ Reveal answer $$\overline{C}F + F(A+\overline{B})+C$$$Rule: \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\A(B + C) = AB + AC$$Rule$Rule$$$$$$$$++Skip line {A} B = B = B $ $C + F + AF + + + + + line over {B}$$$Factoring$$ $ $ $ $C + F (1
+ A + overline {B})$ $Rule: \\\\\\\+=$=$$C+ F(1)$ \\\\\\A(1) = A$$$$C + F$$ Note: Quite often (and somewhat distressing) students who can't tell if the rule A AB = A applies to qr r expression, or worse, B AB, this skill takes time and works hard to master, because it's about abstraction: leaping from character expression to similar expression, applying patterns from the general rule to a specific instance.
Questions like this help students develop this abstract ability, allowing students to explain how to make a connection between boolean rules and a given reduction. Often students explain the process to other students because they can be better than you put into conditions that struggling students can understand. Question 31 Two very important rules of simplifying in Boolean algebra are as follows: Rule 1: \ (A
+ AB = A \) Rule 2: \(A+\overline{A}B=A=A+B\) is not only a similar rule, confusing, but many students find that they are difficult to successfully apply to situations where boolean expressions use different variables (letters) such as here: $$\overline{R}ST+{{{{{{{{$$$$$.</a>. Here, you're This is the first rule that uses \((A + AB = A)\) and not the second rule. Specifying a rule that is not directly applied, or if the
rule is not directly applied: $$FGH + $$$$$\overline{C}+CF$$$$$$$$exceeds the size{AB}C+$$RS+\overline{R\$$$overline{AB}}\ABC$$$$overline 70.00:00:00:00:00:00:00-0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000009 เกิน {XY}$$$\สายเกิน{J}\nเกินขนาด{K}}LM+\N}K$$$$$\overline{E}HF+F\overline{E}$$เผยคําตอบ $$FGH + G = G \ \ \ \ \ \\ (กฎ 1)$$$$\$\มาก
กวา สาย {C}+CF=\overline{C}+F\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\(กฎ \\ (กฎ \ 2)$$$$$$$\overline{AB}C\\\\\\ \ \ \ \\ (กฎ \ ไมบังคับใช)$$$$RS+\R}\\overline{R}\S\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ (กฎ \ 2)$ $$$\เกินขนาด{AB}+ABC=\N\C\\ \ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\(กฎ\2)$$$\เกินขนาด{AB}C\C\\ \ \ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\(กฎ\1)$$$$$\เกินขนาด{AB}C\\\ \\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\(กฎ\\2)$$$$\เกินขนาด{AB}C\C\\ \ \ \\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\(กฎ\2)$$$\เกิน
ขนาด{AB}C\C $$\เกินขนาด{R}V\เกินขนาด{W}\\overline{R}=\เกินไลน{R}\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\ (กฎ \ 1)$$$$\\\\\\\\(not exceeding the size{Y}\N\\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Rule \ ))$$\Beyond line{E}HF+F\=\overline{{{(not E}F\\\\\\(rule \1) $ Note: Many students find the substitution of boolean variables (going from A and B of the rules, various variables of the actual expressions that the rules will be applied to). Learn to identify the 'rule
pattern' despite the similarities or differences in the actual variables (letters) that use question 32 using algebra. Boolean to simplify the following expressions, then draw a logical door circuit for easy expression. : $$A (B+ AB) + AC$ revealed answer Note: Let students explain all the processes they use to answer this question: simplify the expression using Boolean algebraic techniques and the development of
door circuits from a simple bull design show. When your students share their thought processes with the entire class, you increase the level of learning on the presenter's part and audience alike. Students who offer their solutions will get a better understanding of how they work, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate what they already know. Students watching presentations will get to see
someone else's tricks (rather than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly different terms. Question 33 Using Algebra To simplify the following expressions, then draw a logical door circuit for simple expressions: $$(A+B)(\overline{A}+\overline{B})$reveals challenging questions answered: Specifies the specific logical door type to perform this Boolean act using only
one door. Note: Let students explain all the processes they use to answer this question: simplify the expression using the Bubrabybyde technique and the development of the door circuit from a simple Boolean design show. When your students share their thought processes with the entire class, you increase the level of learning on the presenter's part and audience alike. Students who offer their solutions will
get a better understanding of how they work, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate what they already know. Students watching presentations will get to see someone else's tricks (rather than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly different terms. Question 34 Using Algebra Boolean to simplify the following expressions, then draw a logical door
circuit for a simple expression: $$\overline{A} \ overline{B} \ \overline{C} + \overline{A} + \overline{A} \ overline {B}C} \ and door circuit development from a simple Boolean design display. When your students share their thought processes with the entire class, you increase the level of learning on the presenter's part and audience alike. Students presenting their solutions to get a better understanding of how it
works, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate things. I know Students watching presentations will get to see someone else's tricks (rather than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly different terms. Question 35 Using Algebra Boolean to simplify the following logic door circuits: reveal the answer Note: Let students explain all the processes they use
to simplify the door circuit: developing boolean expressions, simplifying expression, using boolean algebraic techniques, and then developing a new door circuit from a simple Boolean design show. Students who offer their solutions will get a better understanding of how they work, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate what they already know. Students watching presentations will get to see
someone else's tricks (rather than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly different terms. Question 36 Using Algebra Boolean to simplify the following logic door circuits: reveal the answer Note: Let students explain all the processes they use to simplify the door circuit: developing boolean expressions, simplifying expression, using boolean algebraic techniques,
and then developing a new door circuit from a simple Boolean design show. Students who offer their solutions will get a better understanding of how they work, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate what they already know. Students watching presentations will get to see someone else's tricks (rather than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly
different terms. Question 37 Using Algebra Boolean to simplify the following logic door circuits: reveal the answer Note: Let students explain all the processes they use to simplify the door circuit: developing boolean expressions, simplifying expression, using boolean algebraic techniques, and then developing a new door circuit from a simple Boolean design show. Students who offer their solutions will get a
better understanding of how they work, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate what they already know. Students viewing presentations will get to see other people's techniques (rather than just instructors), which gives them examples of how to perform these processes. In slightly different terms, question 38 uses algebra. Boolean to simplify the relay circuit (logical staircase) The following: Reveal
the answer note: Let students explain all the processes they use to simplify the cycle. Relay: The development of boolean expressions simplifies the expression using the Boolean algebra technique, then develops a new relay circuit from the simple Boolean design show. Students who offer their solutions will get a better understanding of how they work, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate what
they already know. Students watching presentations will get to see someone else's tricks (rather than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly different terms. Question 39 Using Algebra Boolean to simplify the relay circuit (logical staircase) The following: Reveal the answer note: Let students explain all the processes they use to simplify the cycle. Relay:
Developing boolean expressions, simplifying expression, using Boolean algebra techniques, and then developing a new relay circuit from a simple Boolean design show. Students who offer their solutions will get a better understanding of how they work, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate what they already know. Students watching presentations will get to see someone else's tricks (rather
than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly different terms. Question 40 Using Algebra Boolean to simplify the relay circuit (logical staircase) The following: Reveal the answer note: Let students explain all the processes they use to simplify the cycle. Relay: Developing boolean expressions, simplifying expression, using Boolean algebra techniques, and then
developing a new relay circuit from boolean simple design show, when your students share their thought processes with the whole class, you will increase the level of learning on the part of presenters and viewers alike. Students who offer their solutions will get a better understanding of how they work, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate what they already know. Students watching
presentations will get to see someone else's tricks (rather than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly different terms. Question 41 Using Algebra Boolean to simplify the following relay circuits (stair logic): Openly answer note: Have your students All the processes they use to simplify the relay circuit: The development of boolean expressions simplifies expressions
using the Boolean algebraic technique, and then develops a new relay circuit from a simple Boolean expression. When your students share their thought processes with the entire class, you increase the level of learning on the presenter's part and audience alike. Students who offer their solutions will get a better understanding of how they work, because the act of presentation helps to incorporate what they
already know. Students watching presentations will get to see someone else's tricks (rather than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly different terms. Question 42 The truth table is perfect for the following doors, and also write a Boolean expression for each door: the results should be clear when the two truth tables are complete. Are there general principles to
work here? Do you think we will get similar results with minus OR and NAND doors? NOR Door: \(\overline{A+B}\) Note: Just an example of DeMorgan's theorem here! We just can't get rid of the bar. There are specific rules that follow for breaking. Long bars into small bars in boolean expressions What other types of logic doors have the same function (same fact table) as nor doors, and what is the expression
of boolean equivalent? The answer to this question demonstrates what rules(s) we must follow when we divide the long assembly bar in the Boolean expression. An example we can use for learning how to break a bar in Algebra Boolean is of nand doors: $$$$$$$$$$ what other types of logic doors have the same functionality (the same fact table) as nand doors, and what is the equivalent Boolean
expression? The answer to this question shows what rules(s) we must follow when we divide the long assembly bar in the Boolean expression. Reveal negative answers and doors have the same functionality as NOR doors and Boolean expressions, their equivalents are like: $\overline{A} \ overline {B}$delete or door has the same functionality as NAND doors and Boolean expressions, their equivalent is like
this: $$\overline{A} + overline {B}$$$$$. Note: This question guides DeMorgan of Themore through the discovery process. Seeing that these equivalent door pairs have the same functionality should be able to distinguish common patterns (such as rules) for long break-in boolean expressions. DeMorgan's answer to theorem is a rule for boolean expressions, declaring that the bars of long supplements are
divided into short bars. I'm going to let you research this rule and explain how to use it with boolean expressions. Note: There are plenty of appropriate references for students to learn DeMorgan's theorem. Your job is to clarify any misunderstandings. 45 questions use DeMorgan's theorem, as well as other related rules of Boolean algebra to simplify the following expressions, so that there are more extra bars
extended over multiple variables: $$$$*a* and ** * *i'm* * $ABC The most be rese subject of the 2016 President's Family * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Question 46 Using DeMorgan's theorem, in addition to other related rules of bouline algebra to simplify the following expressions to provide additional bands extending over multiple variables: $$$\overline{{XY\overline{Z}}}}$Revealed Simple Answer: $$\Line{Y+
Xline{Over={{Over=$$$$$$$}}}} Together, solve their strategy with the entire class, Question 47 uses DeMorgan's theorem, as well as other related rules of Boolean algebra to simplify the following expressions, so that there is no assembly bar extending over several variables: $\Overline { J + K } JL } $ Reveal simple answer expression: (Expression is always equal to 1) Note: Let your students demonstrate
what they are (step by step) to simplify this expression (always expression equals 1). Note: Let your students demonstrate what they are (step by step) to simplify this expression (expression always equals 1). 1) Note: Let your students demonstrate what they are (step by step) to simplify this expression (expression always equals 1). Let your students demonstrate what they (step by step) to simplify this
expression (always expression equals 1). Ask your students to consider what a non-variable solution means for a cycle like this in real terms. What would they be wondering if they were trying to simplify the digital circuit and get this kind of effect? Question 48 Using Algebra Boolean to simplify the following logic door circuits: reveal the answer Note: Let students explain all the processes they use to simplify the
door circuit: developing boolean expressions, simplifying expression, using boolean algebraic techniques, and then developing a new door circuit from a simple Boolean design show. Students offer their solutions. Students offer their solutions. A better understanding of how it works, because the actions of the presentation will help to incorporate what they already know. Students watching presentations will get
to see someone else's tricks (rather than just an instructor), which gives them examples of how these actions are cast in slightly different terms. Question 49 writes a Boolean expression for this relay logic cycle, then reduces the expression that is the simplest form, using the applicable Boolean law and theorem. Finally, if you want Draw a new relay circuit based on a simple Boolean expression that performs
exactly the same logic. Reveal the answer to the original Boolean expression: \ (\overline{\overline{AB}+C}\) reduced circuit (no relay required):Ask your students to explain the advantages that a simple relay circuit may be used instead of the original (more complex) relay circuit shown in question. What is important to learn algebra boolean? This is what algebra Boolean is true for: simplifying the logical circuit.
It's far too easy for students to lose sight of this reality, learning all the abstract rules and laws of Boolean algebra. Remember in boolean algebra teaching, you should prepare students to perform. Electronic circuit manipulations are not just equations. Question 50 Writes boolean expressions for this circuit, ttl door logic, and then reduces the expression to the simplest form, using the applicable Boolean law and
theorem. Finally, draw a new door circuit diagram based on a simple Boolean design display that performs the exact same logical function. Reveal the answer to the original Boolean expression: \ (A+\overline{\overline{AB}}C}\) Door Circuit Reduction: Challenge The Question: Use the reduced circuit using only the remaining doors between the two integrated circuits shown in the original. Note: Ask your
students to explain the advantages that may be used as a simple door circuit rather than the original (more complex) door circuit shown in question. What is important to learn algebra boolean? This is what algebra Boolean is true for: simplifying the logical circuit. It's far too easy for students to lose sight of this reality, learning all the abstract rules and laws of Boolean algebra. Remember in boolean algebra
teaching, you should prepare students to perform. Electronic circuit manipulations are not just equations. Question 51 Students make a mistake somewhere in the process of simplifying the Boolean expression \(\overline{\overline{X}Y+Z}\) determines what the error is: $$\overline{{X}Y+Z}$$overline{{{{X}overline{{{{{{{{{{{{Z}$$$$\$\$\$\\\\\\\.overline overline{\overline{X}\overline{Y} \ \overline{Z}$$$X+\overline{Y}\
\overline{Z}$$$ reveal the correct answer is $(X+overline{Y}){{{over-line Z}$$$or$$$$$$. + \overline{Y}\ \overline{Z}$$ If it is not clear to you why a student's procedure is in error, try this exercise: draw an equivalent door circuit for each expression written in the student's work. The wrong step changes dramatically in the circuit configuration is obvious - the changes clearly can not be correct. If all the steps are
appropriate, though, the changes exhibited in the entire equivalent door circuit should make sense. Culminating in the final cycle (easy) Note: It's important that the bars that students recognize are that they act as grouping symbols. When using DeMorgan's theorem to break these bars, students often make the mistake of ignoring implicit groupings in the original bar. I encourage you to take your lesson
through the recommended exercises in the answer for those who do not understand the nature of mistakes. Invite students to draw an equivalent cycle of each expression on the board in front of the class so that everyone can see it, then let them notice notice the obvious changes in the place where they made the mistake. If students understand the meaning of DeMorgan theorem for each door (Neg-AND to
NOR, Neg-OR NAND, etc.), the clear door diagram will reveal to them that something has gone wrong at that stage. For comparison, perform the same step-by-step translation of the appropriate Boolean simplify into the door diagram. The transition between diagrams will make more sense and students should be able to get Question 52 write a Boolean expression for this circuit, the TTL door logic, and then
reduce the expression as the simplest pattern, using the applicable Boolean law and theorem. Finally, draw a new door circuit diagram based on a simple Boolean expression that performs the exact same logic. Reveal the answer to the original Boolean expression: \(\overline{AB+AC}\) Door reduction circuit: Note: Making boolean easy for this problem is tricky. Remind students that the assembly bar acts as a
grouping symbol, and should use parentheses when in doubt to maintain grouping after breaking bars. Easy with the original circuit. Are there any obvious advantages to the given version in the answer? Of course, boolean expressions for that version of the circuit are simple compared to that of the original circuit. But is the cycle itself significantly improved? This question underscores an important lesson about
algebra, Boolean and generally simple logic: just because simple mathematical expressions do not mean that physical realization of expression is easier than ever! Question 53, let's say you need an inverter door in logic. However, you have a spare NAND door (not used) in one of the integrated circuits. Shows you how you will connect the NAND door to work as an inverter. Use Boulean algebra to show that
your solution is correct. Reveal the answer to the above resolution: \ (\overline{AA} = \overline{A}\) Tracking question: Is there another way to use the NAND door as an inverter? The above method is not the only correct solution! Note: Not only is the method shown in the answer not only the correct solution, but it may be the worst! Your students should be able to research or invent alternative inverter
connections, so after asking them to present their choice, ask the class as a whole to decide a better solution. Consider electrical parameters such as delaying propagation time and fan output. However, you have a backup NOR door (not used) on either circuit. So you connect the NOR door to act as an inverter. Use Boulean algebra to show that your solution is correct. Revealed the answer to the above
resolution: \(\overline{A+} = \overline{A}\) Tracking question: Is there another way to use nor door as an inverter? The above method is not the only correct solution! Note: Not only is the method shown in the answer not only the correct solution, but it may be the worst! Your students should be able to research or invent alternative inverter connections, so after asking them to present their choice, ask the class as
a whole to decide a better solution. Question 55 Parity between nand door and minus door or door is easily verified by the checks of the two doors' related fact tables, and is often the starting point for learning about DeMorgan's Theorem: the lesser-known fact is that the equivalence between nand and minus or door may change parity to show parity between the two different types of doors shown here: another
example shown here: explain how the first (between NAND and minus door) is changed to balance both the latter and the door, respectively. In other words, explain how we can get the last two examples by managing the first example. Revealing this answer is very much like algebra equation manipulation: doing the exact same thing on both sides of the equation to come to a new equation will benefit us. I'll let
you think about it. Note: This question is a precursor to students creating a combined door circuit using nothing but NAND or NOR door question 56, assuming that we aspire to have a door and Some logical objectives, but not there and the door in hand, but we only have nor doors to collect our parts. Drawing diagrams by multiple doors, NOR is interconnected in the form and the door. Revealing the answer, I'll
let you figure this one out for yourself! That is, it is possible to create any logical function at all using anything but several doors of both types. Using this principle, convert the following door circuit diagram into one door. NAND (no boolean simplify, please) then do the same using nothing but nor doors: reveal the answer, using nothing but nand doors: using nothing but nor doors: Note: UniversalIty Gate is not
just a mysterious feature of the logical door. There is (or at least been) a total logic system consisting of nothing but one of these door types! I've worked with a friend who maintains a gas turbine control system for crude oil pumping stations. He said he had seen the turbine control system of one manufacturer, the discrete logic is nothing but the NAND door, and another system of the manufacturer, the logic is
nothing, but NOR door needs to say it is a bit of a challenge for him to switch between two manufacturer systems, since it is natural for him to get used to one of the door types after doing a functional fix on one kind of system. 58 special goal questions or with the following Boolean expressions: $$A\overline{B} + \overline{A}$B$ Draw a schemaian function circuit, this Boolean function is all created from the
NAND door revealing note answer: an interesting feature of this circuit is the final NAND door: two NAND doors entered into the third NAND door, equivalent to two doors and entered into the door, or thanks to DeMorgan's theorem! These cars are equipped with left headlights on the alarm that sounds at these times two conditions are encountered: the headlight and the switch off. Draw a logical door circuit
circuit diagram to use this alarm, all built out of the NAND door reveals the answer to the track question: assuming that the alarm unit is needed more than the final NAND door can be the source. Add transistors The challenge: Explain that the following NOR Gate circuits act the exact same logic with fewer components: Note: This question is really good to ask your students if they are. It is easy enough to just
look at the given and reproduced answers, but of course the intent of this question is to get students to think that they might design such a circuit completely on their own. Question 60 draws a circuit for the logical door circuit using anything but two NOR door inputs that mimic the function of this relay circuit: reveal the answer to the follow-up question: know the characteristics that the NOR door is used as an
inverter in this circuit. Compare this with the following methods (optional): Are there any different advantages you see either way? Note: In my first technical work, I worked as a CNC maintenance technician in a small machine shop, maintaining computer-controlled tools such as factories and lathes. The project was really neat, I had to work on a job that was a 1970s American plot of tools to control modern
Japanese computers. A lot of logic in the old machine tools were used using relays, and we replaced a cabinet full of relays with solid state logic in Japanese control computers. True, solid state logic is a programmable logic controller or PLC function inside the Japanese computer controller, rather than discrete semiconductor logic door. However, we may very well replace the relay with a door with a hard line.
The purpose of this question, if you have not guessed by now, is to familiarize yourself with students with the concept of replacing electric relays with semiconductor logic doors, especially the same logical doors such as nor doors, which are universal. Shown here is a stair logic diagram for a fire alarm system that enables any alarm switch to turn on (normally closed), switching contacts and alarm sounds: write
boolean expressions for this relay cycle, then simplify the expression using DeMorgan's Theorem and draw a new relay circuit using simple expressions. Reveal the answer to the original circuit expression: $$\overline{\overline{\overline\b}{overline\overline\overline\{D}\ \overline{E}$$Expression and Simple Cycle: $$A+B+C+D+E$Tracking Question: Which circuit (original or top display) is actually more of a safe
stance fail? In other words, will the circuit give the safest result in the case of a switch or a failed power cord? Note: Here, students see that even if the two cycles are the same, work (at least according to their Boolean expressions). They may not behave quite the same under adverse conditions (such as faulty switches or wires), this is very important for them to see, because it underscores the practical need to
look beyond the immediate design criteria (boolean function) and consider other parameters (failure mode) question 62 laws, distribution in boulinen algebra is the same as the law of distribution in normal algebra: + C) = AB + AC \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ Law \ \ of \ distribution \ $ $ while the distribution process is not difficult to understand. The reverse of distribution (called factor) seems to be a more difficult process for
many students to master: $ $AB + AC = A (B + C) \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ แฟคเตอริ่ง \ A \ ออกจาก \ ของแตละ \ คํา $ $ สํารวจตัวอยางตอไปนี้ ของแฟคตอแลวอธิบายสิ่งที่กระบวนการนี้ entails รูปแบบใดที่คุณกําลังมองหาเมื่อพยายามที่จะปจจัยการแสดงออกบูลีน? $$CD + โฆษณา + BD = D (C + A + B)$ $ $X \overline{y} \ \overline{Z}+\overline{X} \ \overline{y} Z = \overline{Y}
(X\overline{Z}+\\+\+\.............1$1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 เกิน {X}Z)$ $ $J + JK = J (1 + K)$ $ $ $AB + ABCD + BCD + B = B (A + ACD + CD + 1)$ $ เปดเผยคําตอบเมื่อแฟคเตอคุณตองมองหาตัวแปรทั่วไปในแตละระยะผลิตภัณฑ คําถามติดตาม: ถาดําเนิ นการกับประตูตรรกะดิจิตอลซึง่ ของทัง้ สองนิ พจนจะตองเปน
สวนประกอบนอยที่สุด? $ $A (B + C)$ $ $AB + AC $ $ Note: The factor really seems to be a difficult model, the underlying perception skills than the latter distribution was self-described to many students. The purpose of this question is to let students know and understand the matching process associated with factoring. When students have a functional explanation on how to factor (especially if phrased in their
own words), they're not going to be the only ones who can do it. Question 63 simplifys this logic door circuit, which uses nothing but NAND doors to achieve some logical functions: reveal the answer Note: This question stands for how NAND gates may be used to create different types of logical functions. In fact, with a sufficient amount of NAND doors, any logical function may be created. This is why nand door
is said to be universal question 64 simplifying this logic door circuit, which uses nothing but nor doors to achieve some logical functions: openly note the answer: this question stands as an example of how NOR gates may be used to create different types of logical functions. In fact, with a sufficient amount of NOR doors, any logical function may be created. Question 65 Sum-of-product (SOP) expression may be

carried out by the combination of and or the door, for example: use DeMorgan's theorem to prove that this NAND door circuit performs the exact same function: reveal the answer I will leave the evidence up to you! Note: This is a very practical application of DeMorgan's theorem, the ability to use all NAND doors to use the SOP function as a bonus, rather than requiring a separate circuit package, and or (one
IC instead of two in this particular case) question 66 write a boolean expression for this logical door circuit, and then reduce the expression as the simplest form using the applicable Boolean law and theorem. Finally, redraw. A circuit diagram based on a simple Boolean expression that performs exactly the same logic. Reveal the answer to the original Boolean expression: \(\overline{AB} \ \overline{BC}\) Circuit
Breaker: Note: This particular circuit is an example of how a combination of logical functions may be used, but the NAND door question 67 writes a Boolean expression for this logical door circuit, and then reduces the expression that is the simplest form using the applicable Boolean law and theorem. Finally, draw a new door circuit diagram based on a simple Boolean expression that performs the exact same
logic. Reveal the answer to the original Boolean expression: \(\overline\overline{\overline{AB}}}} Reduced Door Cycle: Note: This particular circuit is an example of how a combination of logical functions may be used using anything other than NAND gates gates.
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